CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

The result of the data analysis, the researcher discusses the following conclusion
and suggestion:
A. Conclusion.
First, the students lack of grammar, they cannot communicate using English and
they do not understanding how to make good sentences in English and then to speak
English. Second, the students are lack of vocabulary, they cannot speak English
because they have limited vocabulary. Third, the students lack of pronunciation,
because they do not know how writing and speaking in English is different. The
fourth, the students felt anxiety, they fearfull of making mistakes when speaking
English and it it making the students felt anxiety. The fifth, most of students get
inhibited when speak English. Students felt inhibited about trying to speak using
English in the learning process because they worried to pronounce words in English
correctly, and for students they are afraid that their friends laugh at them when they
are making mistakes while speaking English. The sixth, some of students use mother
tongue when they speak English because the students make the habbit mother tongue
in daily activities, they are comfortable use mother tongue like indonesian. The
seventh, in the learning process in the classroom students low in participation
especially when learning English, students have a difficult to understanding meaning
of words or sentences in English.

B. Suggestion
After make a conclusion and get the final result from the research, the researcher
will give some suggestion that could help to developed this research to be better:
1. For students: it is suggested to be more confidence when speak English in
the learning process in the classroom especially when speaking in front of
classmates. The students must be learn more about speaking for examplethe
students always practice in classroom, or the other place to build confidence
and vocabulary or join English course to get more knowledge about
speaking.
2. For the teacher: from this research the researcher suggest to the teacher, the
teacher must be creative in conducting the learning process and the students
enjoy the class
3. For future researcher: this research could be their reference if they want to
make a research and explore more about the difficulties of students in
speaking English.

